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July 27, 2015 

 

Beclawat Manufacturing Inc. 

175 Everett St 

Picton, ON K0K3E0 

 

 

I have the qualifications and related skills you are looking for in an employee. I am 

flexible to work a variety of shifts, have my own reliable transportation and have my own 

safety boots. 

 

As a graduate of the Mechanical Techniques certificate program and a current student in 

the Manufacturing Engineering Technician program at Loyalist College, I am well 

prepared to work in the manufacturing industry. During my program I gained the ability 

to analyze and solve technical problems, interpret and prepare technical documents, use 

computer software to support the engineering environment and to collect relevant 

information, data, and materials. I have also gained strong CAD skills, an understanding 

of machine design, tool control and developmental, and knowledge of manufacturing 

principles. As a detail oriented individual with excellent mathematical skills, I can read 

and interpret technical blueprints to ensure accuracy and efficiency of engineering 

projects. 

 

In addition to my education background, I am a team player who communicates 

effectively with all levels of management.  You can rely on me to take initiative, work in a 

safe manner to ensure the safety of myself and my team while always working hard to 

get the job done.  

 

I look forward to hearing from you in the near future to schedule an interview at your 

convenience. If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at  

613-476-2245 or sean.michaels@msn.ca anytime.  Thank you for your time and 

consideration.   

 

Sincerely, 

Sean Michaels 

Sean Michaels 
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